Who takes investment complexity
and makes it simple?

Who else, but Elston.

A simpler way
to achieve tax
aware investing

We offer a range of diversified multi-sector and
Australian Equity investment solutions carefully
developed by our Asset Management team.
For over 10 years we've focused on long term
fundamentals and key investment tenets such
as preservation of capital, liquidity, genuine
diversity and value and growth, as well as tax
aware investing.
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Actively
Managed

We actively seek opportunities and regularly
rebalance portfolios to avoid portfolio drift.
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Proactive Investment
Communications

As portfolios change, we provide fast SMS and
email updates, often with video explanations.
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Disciplined
Process

Our investment team works to a robust and
repeatable investment process.
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Managed Account
Expertise

Elston is one of Australia's leading providers of
managed account solutions

At Elston we believe the most effective
way to achieve true diversification from
traditional markets is through actively
managing portfolios, and taking a
disciplined, benchmark unaware
approach.
We have a strong track record of
performance on an absolute and risk
adjusted basis.

A disciplined investment process
Elston Asset Management follow a strict process,
constantly analysing each position within the
portfolios and ensuring genuine diversity.

Proactive communications
Email and SMS notifications of portfolio
changes, with rationales, in real time.
Online Adviser Resources Centre with 24/7
access to data and forecast yields.
Monthly factsheets with commentary and
snapshots of markets and performance.
Model Portfolio Fund Centre with interactive
performance and asset breakdown.

A stable team built around specialised skills

An experienced viewpoint
At the heart of Elston Asset Management
(EAM) are four portfolio managers with an
average of 21 years experience: Andrew
McKie, Bruce Williams, Justin Woerner and
Leon de Wet. Our team's commitment to
excellence has been rewarded nationally
at a number of industry awards shows.

SMA codes
Here are the codes for each of our portfolio models across various platforms. Non-super model
variants are available on Hub24 only. Please contact the team for more details.

HUB24

MACQUARIE

NETWEALTH

BT PANO

PRAEMIUM

CFS FW

Elston Conservative

ELP001

Elston Moderate

ELP004

SMAELS085

MAC000092

WFS5113AU

ELS0002

CFSELSNM

Elston Balanced

ELP007

SMAELS025

MAC000093

WFS5454AU

ELS0003

CFSELSNB

Elston Growth

ELP010

SMAELS075

MAC000094

WFS1998AU

ELS0004

CFSELSNG

Elston High Growth

ELP013

SMAELS035

MAC000095

WFS9763AU

ELS0005

CFSELSNHG

Elston Australian Large Companies

ELP016

SMAELS055

MAC000096

WFS8522AU

ELS0001

CFSELSNALC

Let's set the wheels in motion
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EP Financial Services Pty Ltd, ABN 52 130 772, AFSL No: 325 252
This material has been prepared for general information purposes only and not as specific advice to any
particular person. Before making an investment decision based on this advice you should consider whether
it is appropriate to your particular circumstances, alternatively seek professional advice. Where the General
Advice relates to the acquisition or possible acquisition of a financial product, you should obtain a Product
Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) relating to the product and consider the PDS before making any decision
about whether to acquire the product. Prepared by EP Financial Services Pty Ltd ABN 52 130 772 495 AFSL
325 252 (“Elston”).

Visit elston.com.au

